**Stix Seam Latex** is a fast-drying, multi-use latex adhesive exceptionally effective for applying both plain webbing or pin type seaming tapes, replacing damaged carpet nap, securing carpet binding, patching carpets or other fabrics, sealing raw edges, reinforcing hand sewn seams and weak backings, coating the backs of throw rugs to reduce slipping hazards, and many other purposes.

**Application:**
Brush or carpet scrap

**Shelf Life:**
6 months from manufacturing date in an unopened container

**Cleaning:**
While still wet, use water. Clean up spills immediately. Avoid letting Stix Seam Latex dry on the face of carpets. Dried adhesive can be removed with safety solvent.

**BEFORE YOU BEGIN:**
Read XL Brands Technical Bulletin titled Substrate Preparation for complete instructions before beginning installation. This document may be found at [www.xlbrands.com/resources/technical-bulletins/substrate-preparations](http://www.xlbrands.com/resources/technical-bulletins/substrate-preparations). If you have questions, contact XL Brands Technical Department at 706-508-5907 Mon-Fri, 8:00am - 5:00pm EST before you begin.

**Stix Seam Latex** is a fast-drying, multi-use latex adhesive exceptionally effective for applying both plain webbing or pin type seaming tapes, replacing damaged carpet nap, securing carpet binding, patching carpets or other fabrics, sealing raw edges, reinforcing hand sewn seams and weak backings, coating the backs of throw rugs to reduce slipping hazards, and many other purposes.

**Color:**
Beige to white – dries translucent

**Consistency:**
Pourable cream

**Water Resistance:**
Good

**Certifications**
- CRI™ Green Label Plus
- LEED v4 Credits: 4
- SCAQMD Rule 1168 Compliant

**Limitations**
- Do not allow product to freeze
- Store indoors at a temperature between 65-95°F.
- Shelf six months from date of manufacture, in unopened container
- CONTAINS NATURAL LATEX

**Disclaimer:**
Users should determine the suitability of this information or product for their own particular purpose or application. XL Brands/Bostik cannot be responsible for the misuse of this product. This Technical Data Sheet and the information conveyed herein supersede all previous versions.

XL Brands, MicroSept and Stix are registered trademarks of Bostik, Inc. CRI is a registered trademark of The Carpet and Rug Institute.